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Given a semimartingale one can construct a system (A, A, B, C) where A is the distribution of 
the initial value and (A, B, C) is the triple of global characteristics. Thus, given a process X and 
a system (A, A, B, C) one can look for all probability measures P such that X is a P-semimartingale 
with initial distribution A and global characteristics (A, B, C). We say that such a measure P is 
a solution to the semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C). 
The paper is devoted to the study of a special type of semimartingale problem. We look for 
sufficient conditions to insure the existence of solutions and we develop a method to construct 
them by means of time-discretised schemes, using weak topology for probability measures. 
semimartingale problems * weak topologies * time-discretised schemes * domain of attrac- 
tion * stability of discretised schemes 
1. Introduction 
Given a semimartingale we define its global characteristics and introduce a relaxed 
‘semimartingale problem’. We are interested in sufficient conditions for the existence 
of solutions and the construction of them by means of time-discretised schemes. 
Thus we first introduce a notion of domain of attraction of our semimartingale 
problem. This domain consists of relatively weakly compact sequences of probability 
measures (P,, ), accumulation points of which are the solutions of the given semi- 
martingale problem. We derive a number of sufficient conditions for the sequence 
of distributions 2(X,,) of semimartingales X,, to be in this domain of attraction. 
Finally, we introduce time-discrete approximation procedures to construct sol- 
utions of the semimartingale problem. The approximation procedures produce a 
sequence of distributions of semimartingales. When this sequence belongs to the 
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domain of attraction of the problem we say the procedure is stable. As an example 
we study the stability of time-approximation schemes for It6 processes. 
The plan is as follows: 
In Section 2 we state the semimartingale problem. In the third section we introduce 
the domain of attraction. We continue in Section 4 with some preliminary technical 
discussion leading to the main results on weak convergence in Section 5. Finally, 
Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to time-discrete approximation schemes. 
2. Special semimartingales. Martingale problems 
For unexplained notations and assertations we refer the reader to [5] and [ 111. 
Consider a filtered probability space (Cl, 9, IF, P) ; IF = ( 9,)Iao is a filtering family 
satisfying the usual conditions; viz. each 9, is P-complete and 9,+ = 9,. 
We call .YP = YP(lF, P) the space of special semimartingales with respect to (IF, P), 
i.e. all adapted processes X admitting a decomposition: 
X=X(O)+N+A (2.1) 
where A is a process in tilOc (the space of all processes with integrable variations) 
and N is a local martingale. 
Define 
J”(t):= C AX(s)zf,~xcr~,>,) (tER+). (2.2) 
ocrcr 
Note that Jx is in ,aP,,,, hence there exists j” E d,,,, predictable, such that Jx -_f” 
is a local martingale. Thus X can be written in a canonical way as 
X=X(0)+M+B+JX, (2.3) 
where M is a local martingale with bounded jumps (hence a locally square integrable 
martingale) and B is a predictable element of &,,. 
(2.4) Definition. Let x be an element of 9,. The global characteristic of X is a triple 
(A, B, C) where A := (M, M), B is the process defined in (1.3) and C := jx. 
Let us introduce the jump measure of X: 
(2.5) 
where E, stands for the Dirac measure on a E R, XR and AX(s) := X(s) - X(s-) 
is the jump size at s E R,. 
Call Y(OJ, dt, dx) the dual predictable projection of ~(w, dt, dx) [5]. 
The local characteristic of X is the triple ((Y, /3, v), where cr := (MC, M”) is the 
increasing process associated with the continuous-part of M in (2.3); /3 := B and v 
is defined as before. 
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Local and global characteristics are associated through the following relationships: 
2 
A(t)=a(t)+ x%(ds, dx) - C x4{sI, dx) , 
s-s, (IXl~ll > 
B(t) =P(tL (2.6) 
Many properties of the local characteristics are inherited by the global characteris- 
tics. For example, X has independent increments (with respect to 5) if and only if 
A, B and C are deterministic. 
Now if X is a diffusion process on the real line with infinitesimal generator 
(2.7) 
where a, b are continuous and bounded, a(x) > 0 for all x E R, starting from x0 E [w+, 
then 
A(t) = u(X,) ds, B(t) = b(X,) ds, C(t) =0 (fER+). (2.8) 
Notice that if X(t) := W(t) + t (t E R,), where W is a standard Wiener process, 
and N is a canonical Poisson process, then X and N have the same global 
characteristics: A(t) = t, B(t) = t, C(t) = 0 (t E Rf). The essential difference is given 
by the fact that P(X E C) = 1 and IJD( N E 0:) = 1 where C (resp. 0:) is the set of 
continuous functions (resp. the set of increasing right continuous functions with 
jump size equal to 0 or 1 at every point of the positive real line). 
In order to define the semimartingale problem to be studied, let us consider a 
filtered metric space ( U, LB’, Do) where Et0 = (%y),,, is right-continuous. We denote 
by X a jixed adapted cadlag’ process defined on the given space. We call 
(U, 93’, B”, X) the stochastic basis. 
(2.9) Definition. Let A be a probability measure on the real line and (A, B, C) a 
triple of adapted processes defined on ( U, B”, IB”) satisfying the following conditions: 
- A is B”-predictable and increasing; 
- B and C are B”-predictable with finite variations on every compact set of the 
real line. 
We call PROB(A, A, B, C) the set (eventually empty) of all probability measures 
P on (U, 3’) such that X E Yp(B, P) with (A, B, C) as (lE8, P)-global characteristics 
and A as the probability distribution of X(0). (suppression of ‘0’ in IEK means 
P-completion of the w-algebras). 
An element P on PROB(h, A, B, C) will be called a solution to the semimartingale 
problem (A, A, B, C). 
’ We use the well-known French notation for ‘right continuous functions with left-hand limits’. 
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(2.10) Example. Take A = Ed, x E [w. With the notation of (2.7) and (2.8), there exists 
a unique solution P, E PROB( ex, A, B, 0) such that Px( C) = 1. This is the well-known 
result of Stroock and Varadhan [13]. 
In the same way, take A(t) := f, B(t) := t, C(t) := 0 (t E W,) and A := .sO. There 
exists a unique P”E PROB( E,,, A, B, 0) such that P,(D:) = 1. This is a Poisson 
probability measure. 
3. Tightness. Domain of attraction of a semimartingale problem 
Consider a sequence (X,,, IF,) of special semimartingales (possibly defined on 
different probability spaces (a,,, 9,,, P,)). We shall derive sufficient conditions for 
tightness of the sequence (9(X,,)) of respective distributions. We recall that all 
these distributions are defined on the space D:= D(R+, R) of cadlag functions 
endowed with the Skorokhod topology. Thus, on this Polish space, tightness of a 
sequence of probability measures is equivalent to the weak relative compactness of 
the sequence, according to a well-known theorem of Yu. V. Prokhorov (see [2, pages 
35-411). 
(3.1) Definition. Given cadlag processes (Y,,, IF,,) we say the sequence is: 
(a) Asymptotically Uniformly Quasi-Left Continuous (AUQ) if for all E > 0, 
NE N, all sequences of real numbers (6,), 0 < S, < N, such that S,,&O as n?a; and 
sequences (T,,) where each T, is an F,-stopping time bounded by N, we have 
(b) Asymptotically Uniformly Bounded (AUB) if for all NE N, ( Yz( N)) is tight 
in Iw (as usual Y*(t) := st4psS,l Y(s)l, t E R,). 
(c) Asymptotically Uniformly Bounded Jumps (AUJ) if the sequence (AY,,) is 
(AUB). With the convention Y(O-) = 0, AY(0) . is merely Y(0) and the definition 
before means in particular that ( Y,,(O)) is tight in [w. 
(d) Tight if (.9?( Y,,)) is tight. 
(3.2) Proposition [l]. The sequence ( Y; IF,,) of processes is tight whenever it is AUQ 
and AUB or, alternatively, AUG and AUJ. 
For a special semimartingale X with local characteristics (a, p, v) we define the 
process 
LX(t):= I I ]o,r] {lxl>l} ‘X’P(dST dx) (tER+) (3.3) 
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and its predictable compensator 
KX(t):= 
I I y&r, (IXl>l} Ix’ v(ds7 dx). 
Clearly we have Ijx 1 s KX. 
(3.4) 
Let us return to the sequence (X,,, IF,) of special semimartingales and suppose 
(A,,, B,, C,,) to be the distribution of X,,(O). 
(3.5) Theorem. If (A,,, B,, KXn) is AUQ so is the sequence (X,,, J”m). If moreover 
(A,) is tight and (K”“) is AUJ or AI-B, then (X,,, J”“) is tight. 
The proof follows by a slight modification of Lemma II (4.6) in [ 111. 
We introduce now the concept of domain of attraction. 
(3.6) Definition. Let (P,,) be a sequence of probability measures on the space 
( U, LB’, B”) where a semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) is defined. We say (P,,) 
belongs to the domain of attraction of the semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) if 
(Pn) is relatively weakly compact and every accumulation point is in 
PROB(A, A, B, C). The set (possibly empty) of all sequences (P,,) satisfying the last 
property will be denoted by DOM(A, A, B, C). 
4. Contiguity and continuity assumptions 
When we consider a fixed process X on ( U, CB”, Et”) and the martingale property 
depends on the choice of a probability measure P on (U, %‘), it is natural to speak 
about ‘(X, P) is a martingale’ as a way to express that X is (IB, P)-martingale. 
Now, given a sequence (X, P,,) of martingales and P, r P, under which conditions 
n 
is (X, P) a martingale? 
The following property is well-known (see for example [ll, Lemma II (l.S)]). 
(4.1) Lemma. Given a sequence (X, P,,) of martingales such that the sequence (P,) 
uniformly integrates the variables X( t) for all t E R, and (P,,) converges weakly towards 
P, then (X, P) is a martingale. 
For martingales (M,, IF,) and (M, IF) defined on (eventually different) stochastic 
bases (a,,, 9,,, IF,, p,) and (0, 9, ff, P) this means that if (M,(t)), is uniformly 
integrable (for all t E R,) and (M,) converges in distribution to M, then M is a 
martingale. 
In the sequel we look for a weakening of the condition on uniform integrability. 
(4.2) Definition. Given processes X,, Y,, defined on the same stochastic basis 
(a,, 9,,, IF,,, p,,), (n E N), we say they are contiguous or asymptotically equivalent, and 
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we write X, - Y,, if, for all t E R, and all E > 0, 
lim P,((X, - Y,)*(t) > F) = 0. 
Obviously, if X, - Y, and if the sequence (Y,,) converges in distribution towards 
Y, then (X,,) also converges in distribution to Y 
Now, call 021 the class of all sequences of cadlag martingales (U,, IF,) defined on 
(a,, 9,,, P,) such that ( U,,(t); n E N) be uniformly integrable for all t E R,. 
(4.3) Definition. Define C[%] to be the class of all sequences (X,, lr,,) of cadlag 
processes such that 
P 
inf t-(X,, U,) + 0 (convergence in probability) 
(U,,)EY?( n 
where r is defined to be 
r(w, W’):=~~,~[(W-w~)*(N),l], 
the metric of the uniform convergence on compact subsets of R,, for all w, W’E D. 
Note that (X,) E C[%] if and only if for any subsequence (X,,) there exists a 
further subsequence (X,,..) and a sequence ( U,,..) E % such that X,,.. - U,... 
(4.4) In order to give an extension of Lemma (4.1), let us introduce on the space 
D the Bore1 a-algebra 93”; the canonical projections rr( w, t) := w( t)( w E 0, t E R,) 
and the filtering B”:= (%I:; t E R,) where %y:= n,,,a(r(u); u G S) (t E R,). 
(4.5) Proposition. Zf (X,) E I[%] and (2(X,)) is tight, then every accumulation 
point P of the sequence is such that (T, P) is a martingale. 
Proof. Call P, := 2(X,) and let P be an accumulation point of (P,,). Then, there 
exists (P,,,) converging weakly to P. Now choose a subsequence, (X,.,) of (X,) and 
( U,..) E Q such that X,,..-- U,,... Call On,,:= 2’( U,,..). Since P,,,, converges weakly to P, 
the same holds for &. Now (sr, on,,) is a martingale and (Q,,,.) uniformly integrates 
n. Thus, (7r, P) is a martingale by Lemma (4.1). 0 
(4.6) We are now going to construct a canonical stochastic basis to be fixed 
throughout the remainder of the section. 
Call, for brevity, D(Rd) the Skorokhod space D(R+, Rd) of cadlag functions 
defined on R, with values in lRd (d z= 1). Let a Borelian subset W of ZI (R) be given. 
(i) Define the following subset of D(R2) which is not necessarily closed: 
u”= U”( W):={w,, w,)ED(lR2): WOE Wand w,=J”u}. 
We call U = U(W) its closure in D(R2). 
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(ii) Consider the following mappings defined on D([w*): 
r(w, t):= w(t) = (wJ(t), +%(t)); X(w, t):= we(t); 
Jx(w, t) := w,(t), for all w = (w,, w,) E D([w*), tER+. 
We clearly have: 
Jx (w, t) = C AX(w, s)hldx(w, s)i>r) 
SSf 
for all t E R+, if w E U”. 
(iii) Define !337( t E R,), to be the restriction of the u-algebra n_,a( V( u); u s S) 
on D(E@) to U. Put 
BO:= a;; E.KO:=(~~; tER+). 
(4.7) Continuity assumptions on the global characteristics: Let a triple (A, B, C) 
of cadlag processes, be given defined on (U, go, El”) such that they are predictable; 
B and C have finite variations on compact subsets of R,; A is increasing and they 
are all null at 0. 
We make the following continuity assumption: 
The mapping w+(w, A(w, .), B(w, .), C(w, .)) from D(R*) into D(R4) is con- 
tinuous. 
We shall later give some sufficient criteria for this assumption. 
If we find a probability measure P on (CJ, 53”) such that X = B -Jx -X(O) is a 
(El, P)-martingale, locally square integrable, with bounded jumps, and associated 
increasing process A; with jx = C and A as initial distribution, then this does not 
mean that P is a solution to the semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) as stated in 
(2.9). In fact, since U” is not closed, we have in general P( U”) s 1 and (2.9) is not 
P-almost surely satisfied. We say in this case that P is a generalized solution of the 
semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C). 
(4.8) Definition. We call PROB,(h, A, B, C) (resp. DOMG(A, A, B, C)) the set of 
all generalized solutions to the semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) (resp. the 
domain of attraction corresponding to PROBG(A, A, B, C)), that is the set of all 
solutions P such that P( U”) G 1. 
The interesting case will be the one for which the boundary aU of U is P-null 
for PE PROB,(A, A, B, C); this fact implies that PE PROB(A, A, B, C). 
A trivial example of this situation is given by W taken to be equal to the set of 
w E D with jump size bounded by 1. In that case U = U”= W x(0). 
This example can be extended as follows. Take W = D(R) but suppose X to 
satisfy lAX( t)l S 1 for all t E R,, P-a.s. Then P(U) = P( U”) = 1. The case of jump 
size bounded by a constant c > 0 can be reduced to the latter one. 
Now consider a sequence (X,, IF,) of special semimartingales defined on different 
probability spaces (a,,, S,,, P,). Denote by A, the distribution of X,,(O). Take A to 
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be a probability measure on the real line. Define M := X -J” - B - X(0) on the 
canonical stochastic basis (U, So, EI”). 
If F is a mapping from D(@) into D(R) and Z a process with paths in D(Rd) 
we denote by F 0 Z the following process: 
F 0 Z( w, t) := F(X( w, . ), t), 
(4.9) Theorem. De$ne Z, := (X,,, J”m) and P,, := L(Z,,) (n EN). Assume thefollowing 
hypotheses to hold: 
(i) (A,) converges weakly towards A, 
(ii) (Z,,) is tight, 
(iii) (MoZ,,)EC[U], 
(iv) ((M2-A)oZ,)~C[CJl, 
(VI ((J”-a”z”)~C[w 
Then (P,,) E DOM,(A, A, B, C). 
Proof. M, M* - A, and Jx - C are continuous mappings from D(R’) into D(R). 
Then the theorem follows from (4.5). 0 
(4.10) Remark. In order to describe a sufficiently general case for which P( U”) = 1, 
let us introduce the following random variables on D(R) (endowed with the Bore1 
u-algebra): 
To(w) := 0, 
T,,,+,(w):=inf{t> T,,(w): IAw(f l}, WE D(R), rnEfU 
(inf 4 := +a). 
We show in the Appendix, that the mapping w + T,,,(w) is continuous when w 
runs over the subset of functions in D(R) for which 1 is not a fixed discontinuity 
(i.e. IAw( t)l # 1 for all t E R,). The same property holds for Aw( T,,,(w)) for all m EN 
and for w + J” since we have 
J”(t) =C Aw(T,(w))Z,,,~,,,,,,. 
m 
Now put I&(W) := (w, J”). Let W be a closet set contained in {w E D(R): IAw( t)l # 1 
for all t E W,} and U”:= 4(W). $ is an homeomorphism from W on I/‘, so that 
U” is closed and P( U”) = 1. This situation will hold in particular when v({ t}, dx) = 0 
for all t E OX,, see (2.5). 
(4.11) Remark. Continuity Hypothesis. A special case of the above situation is when 
A, B, C are defined on D(R), i.e. when A(w, .), B(w, .), C(w, .) depend only on 
the first component of w = ( wo, w,) E D(R*). In that case we write A( w, t) = A( wO, t), 
B( w, t) = B( wo, t), C( w, t) = C( wo, t). 
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If PE PROB(A, A, B, C) is such that X is quasi-left-continuous, then A( w, .), 
B( w, . ), C( w, * ) will be continuous functions for P-almost all w. In the next section 
we shall be interested in this kind of solution. Thus it is natural to consider 
characteristics (A, B, C) such that they satisfy the following assumptions: 
(i) A, B, C are defined on D(R) xR, with values in [w and A(w, 0) = B(w, 0) = 
C( w, 0) = 0 for all w E D(R). 
(ii) For every w E D([w), the functions A(w,*.), B(w, .), C(w, .) are continuous 
and moreover A is increasing while B and C have finite variations on compact 
subsets of [w,. 
(iii) The mappings w+ A(w, .), w+ B(w, .), w+ C(w, .) from D(R) into D(R) 
are continuous. 
These three assumptions will be called the Restricted Continuify Hypothesis for 
the Global Characteristics. They imply the continuity assumptions (4.7). 
Now we shall look for more concrete criteria to study DOM(A, A, B, C). 
5. Main results 
(5.1) We consider a predictable random measure v on the space D(R) such that 
(i) V( w, {t}, dx) = 0 for all w E D(R), all t E Iw,; 
(ii) K(w, r):=I~,,,,J~,,,,,) 1x1 V(W, ds, dx) < CO for all w E D(R), t E R,. 
We extend this definition to the canonical space U by K( w, t) = K( w,,, t) for all 
w=(w,, W,)E u, fElK!+. 
(iii) The mapping w + K( w, . ) from D([w) into D(R) is assumed to be continuous 
(note that K( w, . ) is a continuous function for all w E D(lR) by hypothesis (i)). 
(iv) Let (Y : D(R) x R, + R such that (Y( w, . ) be continuous and increasing, 
(Y(w, 0) = 0 for all w E D(R). 
(v) The mapping w + cz( w, .) from D(R) into D(R) is assumed to be continuous. 
Define 
A(w, t):= a(w, t)+ 
i 1 
X’V( w, ds, dx), 
10, II flxl=l) 
C(w, t):= 
I I 
xv( w, ds, dx); (w, t) E D(R) xlw, 
[%~I Ilxl>ll 
and choose B in such a way that the triple (A, B, C) satisfy the Restricted Continuity 
Hypothesis (4.11). Furthermore, let a probability measure A on the real line be 
given and a sequence (X,, IF,) of special semimartingales, defined on (0,, 9”, p,). 
Call A,, the distribution of X,(O) and P, the distribution of the process X, (n E N). 
We naturally write (K, A, B, C) 0 X, for (K 0 X,, A 0 X,,, B 0 X,,, C 0 X,,). These 
notations and assumptions will hold throughout the whole of Section 5. 
(5.2) Theorem. (P,,) belongs to DOM(A, A, B, C) fthefollowingjive hypotheses hold: 
(i) (A,) converges weakly towards A, 
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(4 (KX,l, A, 6, C,) - (K A, B, C) 0 X,, 
(iii) The sequence ((K, A, B, C) 0 X,) is AUQ, 
(iv) There exists a function a ( t) positive and increasing such that 
lim,supP,,(A~X,,(t)>a(t))=O, forall tER+, 
(v) For all t E R,, the sequence ( Lxtj( t); n E N) is uniformly integrable. 
For similar assertions we refer also to [4]. The continuity relation (ii) is to be 
understood component by component. 
Proof. (iii) and (ii) together with (3.5) imply that (Z,,) is AUQ, where Z,, := (X,,, J”,s). 
As we shall see below, (v) implies uniform integrability of ( KX,l( t)) for all t E IR, 
thus (KXm) will be AUB. Hence (Z,,) is tight by (3.5). 
Now, with the notations of Theorem (4.9) we have 
M 0 Z,, - M,,, (M2-A)oZ,,-M:,-A,, 
(JX - C) 0 z, - (JX,, - C,). 
The continuity assumptions imply that sequences on the left-hand side of the 
preceding relations are tight. 
We are now going to prove that sequences on the right hand side of these relations 
are in C[“u]. 
M,, has jumps of size ~1. If A,, were dominated by a deterministic function a, 
then we would have 
E(e 
AM,,(f)) < eO(AMt) for all t E Pi?+, (5.3) 
where $(A) = exp(h) - 1 -A, A E R,, since(eh~~~‘~~~L’(*~A~~~r~, t s 0) defines a positive 
supermartingale. 
It is clear that (5.3) implies that (M,) and (Mi -A,,) are in Ou. In fact, here A,, 
is not dominated but we can find a contiguous sequence satisfying such a condition. 
Let F > 0 be given and put 
T,:=inf{t>O: A,(t)>a(t)+e}, nEN, 
(inf 4 = a). This sequence satisfies P,( T, < IV) ?O for all NE N, by (iv) and (ii). 
Since T,, is predictable, it is possible to choose a stopping time S, < T,, such that 
P,(S, < N) -+ 0 for all 
n 
NEN. 
If we put U, = M$ = M,(S, A 
and M,, - U,,. 
. ), n EN, then the sequence (U,,) satisfies (5.3) 
Now we claim that (Jxm - C,,) E 011. In fact, (v) is equivalent to the existence of a 
convex, positive, increasing function G such that lim,,, G(t)/ t = +a and 
s~pE,(G(~~,~(t)))<co forall tER+, 
G(KXn(t))= G(L”XH(t))s G(L”(t)); 
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thus 
sup E,(G(KXn(t))~sup E,(G(LXn(t))<co for all HER,. 
n n 
Then ( KXn( t)) is uniformly integrable for all t E R,. 
Now from 
(JX,? - c”)*S LX, + KX, 
it is easy to conclude that (Jx,r - C,) E 011. 0 
(5.4) Remark. Hypothesis (5.2-iii) is automatically satisfied if (K ( w, . ) ; w E D(R+)), 
(A(w, *), WE D(R+)), (B(w, +); WE D(R+)), (C(w, .), WE D(R+)) are equicon- 
tinuous families of functions. This is the case if they are Lipschitz continuous. 
Hypothesis (5.2-v) can be improved in many cases. 
We list below two particular versions of such hypotheses: 
(v-a): The sequence (KXm( t)) converges to zero in probability for all t E [w,. 
(v-b): For all t E R, and all E < 0 assume 
if we look for conditions to have limit distributions supported by the set of continuous 
functions C(R+). 
(5.5) Remark. If the semimartingale problem has a unique solution, say P, then 
under the hypothesis of (5.2) the sequence (P,,) converges weakly to P. 
Consider, as an example, the following corollary about the approximation of the 
diffusion defined in (2.7) by the unique solution P,,, P,,(C) = 1, of the semimarting- 
ale problem (+,; A, B, C) (see (2.10)), where 
I 
t 
I 
I 
A(w, t) = a(w(s)) ds, B( w, t) = b(w(s)) ds, (w, t) E D(R) XIX,. 
0 0 
(5.6) Corollary. Given a sequence of special semimartingales (X,,), assume: 
(i) X,(O) L 0 
n 
(ii) For all E > 0 and all t E R,, 
1x1 v,,(ds, dx) 10 
n 
(iii) A,, - A 0 X,,, B, - I? 0 X,,. 
Then, (P,) converges weakly towards Px,. 
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(5.7) Remark. Let us consider a particular case of this corollary, when X,, is a 
quasi-left-continuous pure-jump process. In this case it suffices to assume instead 
of (5.5iii): 
I x*1/,,(d.s, dx) = a(X,,(t)) ds+n,,n(ds) /XI= 1 
I 
xVn(ds, dx) = NX,(f)) ds+ n,n(ds) 
Ix/s1 
where 771.~~ 712,~ are random signed measures satisfying 
I toNIlni,,(ds)~~O for all NEN, i=1,2 
Another important application of (5.2) will be treated in the next section. 
6. Discrete time approximation schemes 
Let (a,,, S”, F,, P,) be a sequence of filtered probability spaces on which are 
defined: 
(6.1) Time discretisations: U := (7”) where 7” is a sequence of IF .-predictable stop- 
ping times (S-Z) such that, P,-a.s., Q-Z = 0, lim,r; = ~0 and 
$“(d < cil+, I~k<co)=l for each mEN. 
Further, we assume 
P 
supA;+ 
k n 
where 
(6.2) Transition measures: 0 := (O”), where 0” is a sequence of conditional prob- 
abilities (0:) such that, for all Borelian BE 93(R), 
where g: is an Sk-measurable random variable with 
(6.3) Initial distributions: A := (A,,), where A, is the distributions of the 
@:-measurable initial random variable X,“. 
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(6.4) Approximation processes: X := (X,,), where each X, is a pure-jump process: 
X,(r) := c XEJt,;,*,,:+,, (tE R+) 
m 
x;:=x,“+ f g;: ((rr,rn)EN2). 
k=l 
We denote by N, the (predictable) counting process associated with T,,: 
Iv,(t):=C I,,;,,, (rlEN(, tER+). 
m 
The system (T, 0, A, X) will be called a Time Discrete Approximation Scheme 
(TDAS). 
(6.5) The global and local characteristics of a TDAS: Since X,, is a pure-jump-process, 
we have 
Nn(r) 
A,(r)= C 
(I 
x20;(dx) - xG(dx))2 , 
k=l {IXl~ll (I flXl~l1 1 
Nn(f) 
&l(t)= c 
k=l I 
N_(f) 
xG(dx), C,(t)= c 
I 
xG(dx), 
c4~ 11 k=l {iA> 11 
Nn(r) 
KXn(t)= 1 
N,,(t) 
IxlG(dx), JXn(t) = c d2,1g$-1), 
k=l k=l 
Nn(O 
LXn(t) = c Im{lg;,>l). 
k=l 
Here we are implicitly assuming X, to be a special semtmartingale which will be true 
whenever X,” is integrable and 
(6.6) 
holds. 
We suppose that (6.6) always holds throughout the paper and denote by P,, the 
distribution of X,. 
(6.7) Definition. We say the TDAS is stable (or weak stable) with respect to a 
semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) if (P,,) E DOM(A, A, B, C). 
The TDAS is convergent when it is stable with respect to a semimartingale problem 
(A, A, B, C) and (P,) converges weakly to a solution of the semimartingale problem. 
We immediately have the following property: 
(6.8) Proposition. Zf a semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) has a unique solution, 
then every TDAS stable with respect to this problem is convergent. 
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Using the characteristics of a TDAS it is easy to derive a stability criterion from 
(5.2). We shall do this in the last section for the approximation of It6 processes by 
a TDAS. 
7. TDAS for It6 processes 
In the following we consider two examples of TDAS for the approximation of 
It8 processes. 
(7.1) 16 processes: Let an It6 process 
(0, 9, IF, IF’), by the stochastic equation 
I” 
Y be given, on a filtered probability space 
Y(t) = Y(o)+ J a(s, Y(s-)) W(ds)+ 1o,r1 I b(s, Y(s-)) ds l&f1 
c(s, Y(s - ), x)p(ds, dx). 
Here W(t) is an F-adapted standard Wiener process; p(ds, dx) is an [F-adapted 
Poisson measure with intensity ds q(dx); Y(0) is 9,,-measurable with distribution 
A ; a, b, c are supposed to be continuous functions for which functions y, I/J, F exist, 
such that my, cC,:[w++iw are Lebesgue-integrable, %‘~:[w+ xR+R+ is ds T(dy)- 
integrable and square integrable and la(s, x)1’s y(s), Ib(s, x)(s’y(s), Ic(s, x, y)Js 
ly(s, y), s E Iw,, x E [w, y E [w. . 
To define the associated semimartingale problem, we introduce on the canonical 
space D([w) the following characteristics: 
A(w, t):= 
I 
[o(s, w(s-))2+ 
I 
c(s, w(s-), x)*rl(d-~)l ds, 
10.~1 Q,( M.1 
B(w, t):= [b(s, w(.y-_)I+ c(s, WCS-_), x)v(dx)l d.9, 
KJ.f I Q,("') 
c(s, WCS-_), x)rl(dx) ds; (w, t)~ W-4) xR+, 
where 
Q,(w):={XER: (c(t, w(t-),x)lSl), fER+, tslR+, w E D(R). 
The process X in the definition of PROB(A, A, B, C) is taken to be the process 
of canonical projections on D(lQ). 
(7.2) Stochastic DifSerence Equation Approximation: The following TDAS, where 
the approximation processes can be described by stochastic difference equations, 
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us useful for the construction of Monte-Carlo simulation algorithms (see [9, 10 
and 31. 
We take the following equation for the increments of the stochastic difference 
equation; k, n E N: 
where a”, b”, C” are given functions; r; is taken as in (6.1); [in is a random variable 
with conditional distribution JV(O,AI)~ given r;, 1~ k. The density of 52” is taken 
to be n”(dx)/v;l. where 7” is a given measure on the real line and vz:= 
nfl({x E R: Cfl(&r, x2_,, x) # 0)). 
We assume 0 < vi <co. 
(ii) We assume further A;< l/v: and 
P,(@= l/r;, 1~ k)= v:A;, Pn(‘f3k’n=0/T;, Isk)=l-v;A;. 
(iii) All random vraiables &“, n, k E N, i = 1,2,3, are %:-measurable and mutually 
independent. Obviously their distributions determine 0, and we have 
(iv) A,, - c”(&I, X:-I, x)2VkWlA~, 
Q, 
Bn - ? [b”( T;l--,, x;_,) + 
k=l 
~ kC”‘(&,, K-I, x)v”(dx)lA;, 
Q. 
Cn(Tkn-l, X:-I, x)v”(dx) 1 A;, 
with Qz := {x E R: Ic”( ~;l--,, X:-r, x)1 G 11; IV, is the counting process introduced in 
(6.4). 
(7.3) Remark. For LJ:“, n, k E N, i = 1,2,3, we can also assume other distributions 
such that the characteristics of the TDAS satisfy the preceding condition (iv). 
With the above assumptions we have the following stability criterion for the 
Stochastic Difference Equation TDAS: 
(7.4) Theorem. Under the hypothesis (7.2), the TDAS is stable with respect to the 
semimartingale problem (A, A, B, C) iA furthermore, the following two conditions are 
satisjed: 
(i) (A,) converges weakly towards A; 
’ The usual notation for normal distribution. 
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(ii) I,;,: lc”(6-,, Xi-l, x)lv”(dx)AZ 
= I [5 Ids, Xn(s-), x)lv(dx) ds+a:(AZ), lT;-I,cl W\Q\(X,) 1 
[ (un(T;_,, x:-,)“+ I c”(T;_,, x)*r/(dx) A”, 0; 1 
zz I [ a(%Xn(s-))*+ I ~(.cX,(~-_),x)*v(dx) +&A:  Ii-,.4 Q,(x,,) 1 
[ b”(&,, Xl_,) + I c”(T;_~, Xi_,, x)n”(dx) A”, 0; 1 
c I [ b(s, X(s-))+ c(s, X,(s-1, x)v(dx) ds+dAZ), lT;L,.Gl i Q,(x,,) 1 
c”(T;_,, X:_,, x)T”(dx) A; 1 
zz 4s,X(s-_),x)v(dx) ds+e%Ai), 1 
with 
N,E(r) 
kG, je:(A~)l~O foralltcR+, i = 1,2,3,4. 
n 
The proof is a straightforward application of Theorem (5.2) 
(7.5) Markov Chain Approximations: Now we consider a TDAS where the approxi- 
mation processes are Markov chains with discrete state space G” := {k/n ; k E 3) 
(n 2 1) which were investigated by [6, 7 and 81. 
Here the transition measures coincide with the transition probabilities of the 
Markov chain (Xz): 
0:((x)) := P,(X; = xO+x]X;_, =x,), x0, x E G”, kEN(. 
Following Kushner we set, for kEN, 
foriEG:={+2,*3,...} 
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where 
R;:=$a”(T;_,, x(J*; 
1 
H;:=- bn(&l, x,); 
n 
sy=l 
ni 
cn(6-,, xo, x)T”(dx) 
02’ 
and 
1 
A;::=--- 
n*Kz 
We assume an, b”, 77” to be given. 
For the characteristics of this TDAS we obtain an analogous assertion to (7.2-iv) 
where we have only to substitute 
--- 
0; 
Thus, it is easy to obtain a stability theorem for Markov Chain TDAS analogous 
to Theorem (7.4) by a straightforward application of the main result (5.2). 
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Appendix 
Remark (4.10) follows from the following property. 
If (w,) is a sequence in D([w) converging to w E D([w) such that IAw( # 1 for 
all t E [w+, there exists a sequence (A,) of homeomorphisms of Iw+ such that 
sup Iw,,(hn(t))-w(t)170 and ~~;~IIA.,(t)-tl~O for all Nal. 
fdO,Nl 
From this one easily obtains 
SUP ~Aw,,(A,(~))-Aw(t)l;;tO for all Nal. 
1E[O.W 
Now, let t, := Tr( w) = inf{ t > 0: IAw( t)l > 1). 
We consider first the case t, < ~0. 
Since IAw( t)l.# 1 for all t E Iw+, we have IAw( ?,)I > 1 and IAw( < 1 for all u < t,. 
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Since Aw,(A,(u)+ Aw(u) for all UER+, we can choose rr,~N such that n 3 n, 
implies 
n 
(Aw,(A,(t,))l> 1 and IAw,(A,(u))l G 1 for all u < t,. 
But then, if s < h,(t,), we get lAw,(s)l S 1. 
Thus, for n large enough, we have 
T,(w,,) = A,(T,(w)) and T,(w,) + T,(w), Aw,(Ti(w,))-+ Aw(Ti(w))- 
n ” 
If t, = +co, then IAw( t)l < 1 for all t E R, and the convergence of (w,) to w implies 
that for n large enough IAw,,(t)l< 1 for all f, thus T,(w,,) = +a. 
Analogously one can prove that L(w,) - L(W) and Aw,(T,(w,)) * 
Aw( T,(w)) for all m 2 1. 
” n 
Now consider J’“n and J”, for n large enough: 
IJwn~~,~~~~-J”~~~l~Cl~~,~~~~~,~~-~~~~~~~~~l~~-r,~w~~r~ 
m 
since T,(w) = A,( T’(w)) for all m. Thus 
SUP IJ”n(h,(t))-J”‘(t)16 C IAwn(T,(w,))-Aw(T,(w))l. 
rslo,Nl {m:T,(w)=N) 
The finite sum on the righthand goes to zero as n goes to infinity, for all N 2 1. 
Thus (J”n) converges in D(R) to J”. 
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